
PROFILE P1900 SYSTEM

As energy costs continue to rise, the demand for more
advanced energy management strategies is crucial. Profile
Systems offers a wide range of products to address rising
energy costs.With the installation of the Profile P1900
System, businesses can reduce energy consumption
resulting in lower operational costs and reduced
carbon emissions.

The Profile P1900 System is a comprehensive modular
solution for lighting and HVAC controls, critical conditions
monitoring, and utility metering and sub-metering
data collection.

LEADING-EDGEWIRELESSTECHNOLOGY
The P1900 System delivers full control and functionality,
eliminating the need for costly software and IT
infrastructure through:

� Delivering a leading-edge, network-independent
wireless technology

� Providing a web-based interface for centralized and
remote access through any compatible Internet-connected
device anywhere in the world

� Precision-based monitoring

PROFITABLE
Profile Systems has developed a comprehensive
modular solution that does not require a
substantial upfront investment:

� No software to purchase, install, configure, or maintain

� User-friendly interfaces that eliminate expensive user
training costs

� Maximum energy cost savings

� An average payback period of 12-24 months

24/7 -TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Profile Systems’customer/technical support staff is equipped
with the technology to directly communicate to the P1900
System located in your facilities.They stand ready to answer
your questions, resolve an issue, or otherwise assist you with
your control,monitoring, and metering needs.

profilesystems.com

The Single Source for Wireless
Energy Management Solutions

1000 East 80th Place, Suite 777 South
Merrillville, Indiana 46410

Tel: 219.757.3575
Fax: 219.757.3541
profilesystems.com
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P1900 SPECIFICATIONS

REQUIREMENTS
Browser and Internet access for
web-based control or simply call

toll-free (800) 898-LITE for
customer support.

The Single Source
for Wireless Energy
Management Solutions

FEATURES
� Control lighting and HVAC through precision-based scheduling

� Critical conditions monitoring and alerting

� Seven-day, dual schedule thermostat programmability as well as
holiday and special event scheduling

� Automatic HVAC and freezer/cooler system alerts via text
message, phone, fax, page, or email

� Remote programmability via the Internet or toll-free customer
support 24 hours a day, 365 days a year

� Retrieve real-time temperature and sensor readings along with
HVAC status via the Internet

� Independent control of up to four lighting circuits

� Lighting schedules use region-specific dusk and dawn times to
precisely control lighting that automatically updates every day

� Automatic adjustment for changes in daylight savings time

� Automatic recovery of settings following a power outage

� Manual control and override of schedules

� Battery-backed, real-time quartz clock allowing for
wireless synchronization

� 12-month limited warranty

HARDWARE
� Four dry contacts NC, rated 10 amps (120VAC/60Hz) ballast

� HVAC hardware includes thermostats and sensors
and can include a combination of wireless controllers and
communication units depending on the application and systems
being controlled andmonitored

� Operating voltage: 90-260VAC/60Hz

� Freezer/Cooler temperature status monitor and probes

� Housing enclosures size may vary due to optional
equipment, NEMA rated

� LED status indicators

� UL listed 16BL

1000 East 80th Place, Suite 777 South
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